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What it feels like to go to State and as the top seed at 285? It felt really good and I was still nervous but
happy I got there and was number one and making it all the way to State.
Tell us a little about your season? “It was a good season, sometimes I would go places and nobody would
want to wrestle me and that would make me a little upset. Then at the tournaments they would have to
wrestle me.” When people did not want to wrestle you did it make you feel a little more confident? “Just a
little bit, but I still need to get the reps in and wrestle someone other than my wrestling partner.”
How did you feel about the support the community and your classmates gave you throughout the tournament in Columbia? “It was all good, I saw looks of people that I did not expect and a big chunk of my
friends all came down there and I was happy to see them”

A TALK WITH THE COACH

Starting a wrestling program at Macon
Trials and tribulations, it has been a amazing journey so far, a shot one you know four years. From
the group that we started four years ago with to the
group that we have right now just our whole attitude as a student body is completely different. We
had so much great support though out the Championships and though our home duals and stuff like
that. The student support has taken off really well, I

understand wrestling is not for everybody but everyone can be a fan of the school. We are continuing to grow, next year we are going to have a lot of
growing pains also because we will be really young.
I have been lucky that this group of Seniors that we
had this year, we had five of them left and three of
them had been with us from day one when we started four years ago. Brennon Moots has not missed
out on a single thing, he has been here through it all,

this year he is one of my special people in our think that’s something that the people don’t underawards night. He’s a lone survivor, he’s the one and stand what wrestling is, it’s the small parts about it.
Anybody can go out to wrestle but to be good at it
only that has not missed a single thing.
you have to be mentally and physically the toughest
person you can possibly ever think of. Its so much
How has the community supported
more mental then physical.
the program?
Its growing, I see a ton of people around the com- Do you think that professional wrestling has
munity that are aware of it now. Regardless of where hurt the image of High School and Collegiate
you go wrestling is going to take a backseat. It’s not wrestling?
going to be your football crowd, your basketball Probably in some spectator’s eyes, because when
crowd or your softball crowd those are going to take you see professional wrestling and the stuff on telethe spots above them. I think we are opening peo- vision, you know the acting, the outfits, you see the
ple’s eyes to it and seeing that if you want to put in attitudes and those type of things that’s not what our
work this is something you can excel at. At lot of wrestling is about at all. If anything, wrestling is the
people say that’s because it’s an individual sport. In exact opposite of that. Very rarely do you see arroa sense every sport is an induvial sport, football is gant or outspoken kids. Trace is the most emotional
induvial sport for you to get out the practice and the one out of all of them welter its expressions or what,
time. Wrestling just really highlights that, the work he’s ready to go. With Caden, I was talking with
that you put in is the work that you’re going to get coach Miller earlier and he said “I have seen Caden
in the hallways and he’s holding his chin pretty high
out.
Do you think that part of the time that it takes and smiling, when I have seen him. Im not sure
for the community to get into wrestling is learn- what is going on with him”. I mean that’s what happens, when you stop wanting to be a champion and
ing to understand wrestling?
That is hard, you have to be associated with it, it’s you become a champion, you are a different person.
like hockey, everyone has watched it before but not When you stop worrying about the what ifs and all
always understand what is happening. They don’t the negative and you start only thinking positive,
understand why is this off-sides, its not a lot differ- because I lost, I’m going to do this now, because I
ent than anything like that. People go watch because was not able to do this, I’m going to do this now.
they want to see our team win. Basketball we want When you can always step forward and not worry
to see the basketball go in the hoop; we want to see about what is behind you, and try to make you’re
somebody dunk. It’s not the small parts that go into a better person. This is what this is about, its not
that, why is this person making all these rebounds? about Caden’s wins and losses. That’s the greatest
Why is this person able to rush for so many yards? thing every, it’s about celebrating him being a State
It’s the small things that come behind that and I Champion, which is so amazing.
Going into state with the number 1 seed
I was very happy with Caden being able to take care
of business at Districts and be our first finalist and
our first District Champion. Max also made it to the
finals against a tough kid from Centralia. I was very
happy about Max (Cook) and Trace (Brown) making it also, it was a little bitter-sweet that Dominick
(Mitchell) and Brennan fell just a little short and also
Gage Lewis as a freshman fell just a little bit short.
The people they were wrestling were just a little bit
better that day. We were happy with being to take
three into State and I really thought we had a good
chance to score some points and be a top Fifteen
Team with the three kids. I was pretty confident that
Caden would have a good chance to be in the Finals but we thought that last year. Trace had a rough
draw in the first match but I thought he would come
back and wrestle some really good matches and be
close to that place spot because of the competition
he wrestled all year and he’s continued to get better

and better. It was his first time being at State. He was
only a couple of points from being there two years
in a row. Max was sidelined for a while and I was
looking for him to some really good things at State,
Max has been there last year and last year did not
have the best outcome or the outcome he wanted, he
was a little calmer this time. He won his first match
and then we kind of slip-up, in the second match he
wrestled the number one kid in the state and lost
that one. I thought he had a great chance to come
back in the bracket and be a placer. We were up in
the match and ended up being in a bad place and
get pinned. Overall, the group we took into State I
felt we could do some really good things, we were
not going to be up there with Whitfield, Centralia,
Palmyra or Lexington but I thought we had a pretty
good chance to be up there fairly close like in the
top fifteen. We ended up finishing twenty-second
out of fifty people and that’s pretty good.
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CADEN’S THOUGHTS ON THE
WRESTLING PROGRAM
“First couple of years I weighed well over
285, I would go work with Jeffery Smoot
to help him be as successful as he could be.
Past two years I have become close friends
with him and he has helped me just as
much as I helped him. He has come back
these past two years and helped me prepare. Max Cook has been there and being
one of the heavier bodies and being a good
wrestler makes it tough on me and makes
me work every day.

WAY TO GO CADEN!
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The Coaches

Head Wrestling Coach Andrew Stewart
I wrestled at Moberly Middle School and High School,
started wrestling in 7th grade and wrestled until my junior year of high school. Where then, I moved to Salisbury and was unable to continue to wrestle because they
did not have wrestling. It was very bitter sweat because I
couldn’t wrestle anymore but, I traded for a really good
football team (21-3). In middle school, I was a very average wrestler, about .500. Once in high school, my freshman year, I was very strong but couldn’t put the wrestling
with strength. So, I was average to say the least and I wrestled at 160lbs. But going into my sophomore year I was
a lot more confident and started trusting my skills. I was
a little over average now and wrestled varsity at 171lbs. I
didn’t make it out of districts, but, going into my junior
year a lot had changed. I was a pretty good wrestler now
and couldn’t wait for the season to start. But, two weeks
before school started, I moved to Salisbury, and that was
the end of my wrestling career.
I started coaching baseball after I graduated from
Salisbury over the summer with their traveling team. I
did that for 3 years and then began to help with football. While I was in college at CMU, I coached football
at Salisbury for 4 years and went to school, worked, and
raised a family. Once I graduated from CMU I left for
the military. A year after that, I was offered a teaching

job at Macon. I got into football here and coached for 3
years. While, during that time I helped coach the youth
wrestling team. Once the okay was given to start a high
school program, I put my name in and I was offered the
high school wrestling job. Since then, we are not in our
4th year and are continuing to grow this program into
something special.
Assistant Coach Fred Ross
Has been with the program all four years and lives in
Anabel. Coach Ross brought 28 years of coaching experience to the wresting program in Macon. He started as
an assistant coach at University City in 1966 and was the
head coach of Lafayette High School from 1969 to his
retirement in 1997. Coach Ross lead the Lafayette program to a State Championship in Class Four in 1994 and
coached several State Champions in his time at Lafayette.
He started assisting with the Macon little league club
and had taken his years of experience on to assist the
High School Program at Macon.
Assist Coach Justin Miller
Has been 2 years and is the Automotive Instructor at
Macon Career Center. “We were very proud of how hard
he worked being a dual sport Athlete”
Volunteer Assistant Coach Brett Davis
Is the a 8th Grade Math Teacher, 7th and 8th Grade Algebra at the Macon Middle School and the new Cross
County Head Coach at Macon High School.

THE 2nd ROUND VS. MONTANA
HACKER OF ELDORADO SPRINGS: 12-0
The first match was a forfeit, was it a negative or
a benefit?
It was terrible, oh my goodness, it may have been
good in his eyes because he did not have to worry about spending that energy. But in a sense your
body needs that, your body needs to work out every
day. When you have a machine, you can’t let it sit
there, you have to use it. I found out that morning
at weigh-ins. They called me down, the kids went
over to the holding area, Trace had just finished and
hes walking back, Max is in the weigh-in and they
just called the 285’s in, and I hear “Macon Wrestling Coach come to the front table”, and I looked
at Coach Ross and I almost through-up. I thought
something was wrong because we had an issue when
we went to the Battle Tournament in Sedalia. Caden did not have both of his papers for Skin Form
papers for a rash he had on his neck. He was not
able to wrestle. It’s all I have worried about the entire
year since then, when they called me down there,
I’m a nervous wreck going down to the table. The
Official, Mr. Stalls is just laughing at me and smiling. I asked him what was wrong, please don’t let it
me my heavyweight. He said yeah, it’s your heavyweight. I put my head down and he said, he got a
forfeit. What! Don’t do that to me, it about made me
sick. The reason was that the kid had an emergency
funeral.
CADEN’S THOUGHTS ON THE FORFEIT
“It kind of relieved some of the nerves I had but
I was also upset because I wanted to wrestle.
People had been forfeiting against me all year.
But I was ok and it was on to the next round”
Second round match against Montana Hacker
We were very tunnel versioned, we were set and
not looking past anybody. That is one thing that
I take very proudly that we go 1-0 every match. I
never want to look past someone, I was never good
enough of a wrestler to do that and I don’t think
anyone is good enough to be able to do that, as soon
as you do that is when a mistake happens. I knew
Caden was ready, this is a whole different person
then he was last year. He had a completely different mindset, he was not nervous, he was completely
focused. He went out and did work on every single
person he wrestled all year long.

He was very dominate in that round, what do you
take away from that?
That’s what I care about more than anything, pins
get you more points and I want to score more team
points. But, a heavyweight to go out and get pinned
or pin somebody, it does not tell you what’s going
on. A big guy goes down and falls to his back and
gets another big guy on top of him, its hard to fix
that. For Caden to go out his first match in that second round and beat him twelve to nothing, that’s
pretty dominant fashion. The kid was laying on his
belly the whole entire time. Caden had take-downs,
he had escapes, he had back points. I don’t know
how the kid was not pinned in the first period, when
Caden put him in a cradle, I bet somebody that big
has never been put in a cradle. Kudos for him for
staying alive the kid wrestled hard and that’s what
you expect when you go to state.
When the win is that dominate, can it have a negative effect?
I don’t think we can be over confident ever, we talk
about two different things, being nervous and being scared. If your nervous, that’s good, that means
you care and you’re ready to go. If your scared your
going to make mistakes. We try to focus on those
nerves, those are good, be happy your nervous, centralize it and put it to work. I want all of our kids to
know they can be dominant. There is a part in wrestling that you can feel when you break somebody. In
wrestling you can physically feel when somebody is
broke, there is not a better feeling in wrestling when
you feel that.
CADEN’S THOUGHTS ON THE MATCH
“it was a freshman, I felt pretty good and he
ended up being tougher than I expected. In the
end I outworked him and did not let him up
and came up with the win”
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THE SEMI-FINAL VS. AUSTIN LAUER OF
lone jack: 8-0
Second match
Going into the semi-finals, we would have wrestled the Lonejack kid two weeks earlier but Caden
did not make it to the Higginsville Tournament. I
had watched the kid wrestle at that tournament and
he was a really good wrestler. Tough kid and undersized, but I saw him throw Higginsvilles state
qualifier on his back and pin him. When you have
somebody that is smaller and explosive you have to
always be worrying about pressure. The reason we
did not wrestle in the finals last year, is because in
the quarterfinals, we were up and put pressure into
a kid, that wanted to throw and we gave it to him.
That’s the one thing that I was worried about, I told
Caden. Don’t push in, pull down, keep your pressure down on his head so that he can’t do any of
those things. Caden did that, amazingly. I knew that
the kid had a good low single shot and I knew that
he would throw you if you pushed in on him. So, I

told Caden we need to stay away from those. I did
not think that the kid could wrestle for six minutes
with Caden, I did not think that if we wrestled into
the third period, I was not worried about it in that
sense.
That was the match when Caden injured his
knee?
In the third period we went neutral, he had a really
good low single shot on Caden and really twisted on
his knee. Caden got up pretty slow but did not say
anything about it and did not let me know anything
about it. He did say that night when we got back to
the hotel, that his knee was a little sore. We got some
ice and the next morning he was moving around. I
think the injury turned out to be an ACL Strain. But
he capitalized on the position, the kid did not get a
point on Caden and he went on to win the match
8-0.
CADEN’S THOUGHTS ON THE MATCH
“Never seen the kid before, he was a short little
dude. He shot more than the first guy and got
hold of my legs more. I had to work a little
harder to make sure he did not score on me”

CONGRATULATIONS
CONGRATULATIONS
CADEN!
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THE CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH VS. WESTON
KING OF PALMYRA

The Championship match, you had already beaten him three times, was there any worry about
over confidence?
I think if anything we were able to have enough
confidence to know, after wrestling Weston so much
and having wrestled him six minutes every time, so
we have wrestled him eighteen minutes of wrestling with that kid. We have been in every position
that Weston can possibly put us on besides being
our backs. Not to be arrogant, I really did not think
that there was a way that we could lose the match. I
did not think that Weston would be able to arise to
the moment. I could see in Caden’s eyes that he was
ready to go, I did not think that Weston was ready
to go.

Did you have a strategy going into the match?
I’m not a person that induvial game plans takedown to take down, my strategy always is that we
have to make less mistakes then the other person.
We have to generate control points, whether we are
fighting hands, fighting elbows, fighting head position or moving our feet. We have to be in better
position and control the positions, if we can do that
then we are always going to give ourselves a better
chance.
We ended the first period tied at 0-0, they were in
on a shot in the first period, there was three seconds left and their coaches were complaining there
was still time. Weston had taken Caden down but
time had already been up by two seconds at least.
Caden was looking at the clock the whole entire
time over the top of Weston’s head. He had Weston’s
head down and his leg lifted, the time goes off and
Caden lets go of the position. Then the ref blows the
whistle and Weston takes him down. Their coaches are saying “it’s a takedown, it’s a takedown”, no
it wasn’t a take down. We go into the second period; they got choice and chose down he got a really
quick one-point escape. Caden did not have enough
pressure on it. Caden finished the second period
down by one, with no worries to me, because there
is nobody in the State that can ride Caden, there is
nobody. If it takes him more than ten seconds to
get away, there is something wrong. Caden got an
escape in the third period and put them both up
on their feet tied at one to one. That were we want

to be, I’m fine with us going into overtime. That’s
what a good match is supposed to be, it should be,
a takedown, an escape. That’s where we should be at
for those. Caden is in on a body lock and had been
working Weston’s head the whole entire time and
he’s working to fight and just try and keep his head
up. They both were exhausted now and we are fighting to keep our position. Caden falls into a body
lock, Weston try’s tripping, Caden steps over it and
Caden takes him down. We have fifteen seconds left
to win. Caden working to side position and has his
foot hooked. For some reason, we let some pressure
up, when you’re as big as Caden is, lets a little bit
of pressure up it opens a big window. He pulled his
hips up, Weston slipped an arm in there, pushed
forward and stepped around it and got a reversal,
right as time expired.
There was a little confusion at the end of the third
period.
I thought time had expired while the move was
happening, he had not shown position for the two
reversal until time had expired. I asked the head ref
to come to the table and I said we are looking at position. Time hit zero, he tapped you on the back and
said time is up and you had not awarded two yet.
So, if time is up and you had not awarded two from
the transition to position, then its 3-1 and we win,
it’s over. He said “I had held it on my hand and had
not confirmed it, until the time had run out. Both
the secondary refs and I had concluded that he had

Congratulations
Caden Phillips!

Representative Tim Remole

already secured the reversal before time had expired.
The match is now tied at three to three”. So, we are going
into sudden victory overtime which is one minute. Before they go to put the time up on the clock the ref goes
and holds Caden’s hand up.
Did you have any concern with it being tied right at
the end, that the frustration would cost Caden?
Caden knew it was tied up then, he knew the situation.
He knew he had given up the two right there at the end.
He looked at me and said “Ghosh dang-it”, because he
was looking to finish, he was looking to go for a move
right there, he gave up enough room and Weston capitalized. I was very comfortably going into overtime
right there because thirty seconds previously we had
already secured a takedown and that was the only one
of the match. We always talk about the first period is
won by the most technical person, the second period
is one by the person in the best shape and the third by
the person with the most heart and guts. The first points
scored wins in sudden victory. They had wrestled down
to about twenty-five seconds; it’s a minute section and
we were halfway done. Caden had been working a body
lock position, just a double tie to a head snap because he
is long. It’s hard not to get snapped down by someone
that weighs 285 pounds. When you snap down, you have
got to raise back up. When he raised back up, Caden got
the body lock position and at that point it was, I’m going to make it happen. Caden decided in his mind and
all his belief that I can take this guy down. I’m stronger
than him and that’s what he did, he squeezed the body
lock, he took it straight over the back. Weston did everything he could, he tried rolling it, but Caden posted on
his head, stuck his shoulder right into him and we get
our two. At that point for me I thought I would be a lot
more excited than I was, I thought I would be way more
drastic then that. Maybe it’s just, a big pride thing, it’s
one of those things that, I like to tell my kids not to, overly celebrate, I don’t think that is sportsmanship, though
we never had that, I have never been in this position,
nobody in our school history has been in this position.
For me I thought I was very calm and I don’t know why,
I think it’s one of those things where you feel like you
just accomplished something that was so huge, you’re
so proud and the work finally paid off. I was proud of
him, you know. Caden did his job, he did what he was
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supposed to do, everyone that said he was going to do
that he proved them right. When I saw the expression
on his face on something more than a cheesy smile that
was fake that he did it. He was going to walk off the mat,
I told him you better look back up at your mom. That’s
when he turned around and pointed at the crowd, that
spot right there will be a lifelong memory for me and
one that he will never forget.

CADEN’S THOUGHTS ON THE MATCH
“I felt pretty confident, I wanted to shoot more
shots but did not see any openings I felt comfortable
with. I thought it was going to go a little smoother,
he ended up scoring more then I thought he would
but I came out with the win” The reversal at the end
”I lost footing, did not know what was going on and
just tried to get someplace safe.” Were you concerned after he tied it up? “I was a little concerned,
but I knew I was in better shape and hopefully
could come out with the win. We were tied up and
coach always talks about position, position. In that
instance, I got the low position on him and I overcame his power. I was low enough to make him go
down and got the takedown.”
When the match ended in regulation there was a
question if time had run out and one of the referees
raised your arm. Did that effect your concentration
or did you know it was going to overtime? “I had
no clue, I was just going with it, I thought I had
won and then they said I had to go again. I was like
what the heck and I just had to get myself ready to
go”
How did you feel when you knew you were the
State Champion? “I felt so relieved, I had a little
burst of energy there. I was just excited and ready
to see my friends and family”
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